While unijication in the simple theory of types ( a k a . higher-order logic) is undecidable, we show that unijication in the pure ramijied theory of types with integer levels is decidable. Since pure ramijied type theory is not very expressive, we examine the impure case, which has an undecidable Unification problem already at order 2. In impure ramijied higher-order logics, expressive predicative secondorder subsystems of arithmetic or of inductive theories have concise axiomatisations: because of this and our decidability result for the pure case, we argue that ramijied systems are expressive higher-order frameworks in which automated proof search should be practical.
Introduction
Higher-order logic is one of the most expressive formalisms in which we can express and prove theorems. Bertrand Russell proposed two formalizations of it. In ramijied type theory 1421, expressions are stratified in a double hierarchy of types (individuals, sets, sets of sets, etc.) and of predication levels (corresponding to times of definition, and called orders by Russell); but the resulting logical system is too weak to found mathematics, unless reducibility axioms are used. In simple type theory, levels are dispensed with; the resulting language is Church's simply-typed A-calculus, with constants for logical and non-logical symbols [4].
A central problem in automated theorem proving and logic programming is that of unification, i.e. deciding whether two terms have a common instance. This problem is undecidable in simple type theory [20] , but what about ramified systems? This is all the more interesting as ramification is the basic idea for building weak subsystems of arithmetic like ACAo or ATRO, which are strong enough to formalize most of mathematics [40] .
We sum up the contributions of this paper as follows. First, we formalize ramified type theory in a simple and general way, as a typed A-calculus with subtyping; this seems to be new. Then, we prove that unification in this pure system is decidable. However, this system is too weak to formalize any useful fragment of logic, and the most natural extension that cures this problem, impure ramified type theory, is undecidable already at order 2 (Theorem 14). However, because of our decidability result for the pure subsystem, and the fact that the impure system is already quite expressive (see Section 8), we argue that ramified higherorder unification should be of practical value in automating proof search in weak but expressive enough fragments of higher-order logics.
The plan is as follows. In Section 2, we recapitulate relevant related works. In Section 3, we formalize our variant of ramified type theory, as a particular type system for the A-calculus. We establish all basic properties of the calculus in Section 4 and consider quickly its type-checking problem in Section 5. Our unification algorithm is based on Huet's: we adapt it and show that it can be made terminating in the ramified case in Section 6. We discuss the weaknesses of ramified logics, propose impure ramified type theory as a natural cure and show that its unification problem is undecidable in Section 7. Section 8 proposes possible applications to ACAo and related systems.
Related Works
Ramified logics have seldom been studied in computer science. Laan and Nederpelt dissected Whitehead and Russell's attempts at defining ramified, or predicative, systems of logics in [30, 28, 291, producing a remarkably legible and formal account of Whitehead and Russell's ideas. Kamareddine and Laan [24] then used this formalization to show that hierarchies of universes in Martin-Lof' s theory of types and other logical frameworks were basically instances of ramification at the level of types. Another recent investigation by the same authors [25] shows that the use of levels without types themselves naturally leads to a logical system by Kripke [27] that is able to express its own notion of truth without being inconsistent.
Modern views on ramification and predicativity differ somewhat, not only from Russell's, but also from each other. The term "predicative" tends to be used whenever systems of logic are built in progressions, starting from fairly basic systems, and building more and more powerful systems by induction on ordinals [13, 12, IO]; or building the progression inside the system itself [ l l , 141. Applications have led to the identification of I ' o as the least impredicative ordinal [18], or to the discovery of weak subsystems of second-order Peano arithmetic which are still strong enough to formalize most of mathematics [40] .
Returning to what is intended nowadays as ramified higher-order logic, Church [5] presents a system of ramified second-order logic, which he uses to show that the stratification of formulas in levels is a syntactic analogue of the Tarskian distinction between language and meta-language, iterated. Church's system is faithful to the spirit of ramifiication, but introduces a few ad hoc features; notably, substitution of terms for variables is only defined in a few restricted cases. In this paper, we adopt Hazen's view [22] on ramified logics, because it is general and formal enough (see notably pages 345-346). We elaborate on it, however, because we wish to reuse Huet's higher-order unification procedure as basis, and therefore we have to cast ramified systems as particular typed A-calculi. This is close to [28] if X : ((rl+rl+r3)+~r3)-+r2/3) but is not a pattern.
Moreover, ramified terms are not restricted to second-order terms. They are not necessarily monadic either (replace X by some binary X in the last example). They are not necessarily stratified (the second-order prefixes of positions of given variables X in a term may differ [39] , as in Az . zX(Xy yX)). Conversely, second-order monadic terms need not be ramified: by Theorem 3 again, the monadic term Az s X ( X z ) (a variant of Church's integer 2) is not ramified. It is not clear whether there are non-ramified stratified second-order terms; in any case, the unification problem that Schmidt-SchauS considers differs in that his second-order variables can only be instantiated by terms of smaller arity. 
Ramified Type Theory
Let ST be the set of simple types: we have a non-empty generating rewrite relations +p, i p (reflexive transitive closure), and similarly for /3q. Although q is rarely admitted in usual studies on ramification, we have chosen to include it because most uses of higher-order logic need it, and it simplifies the problem somewhat. We discuss this and examine the /3-only case in [21] .
Two terms that differ only by a change of bound variables of the same simple type are considered equal ( arenaming), i.e. Az: . u = Ag:
. We explain this choice in Section 3.1.
So we write abstractions as AsE. U , where c is the erasure of any ramified type that decorates e, and we forget about the level decorating e. Although this seems to defeat the purpose of ramification, this is not so: the vicious circle principle holds (Theorem 3), notably.
The typing rules are in Figure 1 . All this boils down to the fact that we have committed ourselves to a particular ramified logic, with rather strong extensionality conditions expressed by the 7 rule and a liberalized a-conversion rule. This is not a departure from usual predicative logics, while it certainly simplifies the presentation of the framework.
The case of p without 17 is examined in [21] . For more about the A-notation and its relations with the comprehension scheme, see [7] .
Basic Theorems
It is easy to check that is an ordering on ramified types. Proof: If: replace each instance of (Var') by the appropriate instances of ( V a r ) and (Cml). Note that uniqueness of types fails, contrarily to the simplytyped case, because of rule (Sub). This will slightly complicate our study. One of Russell's arguments in favor of ramification was that it disallowed so-called vicious circles ("whatever involves all of a collection must not be one of the collection").
This means here that, for every n-ary predicate variable x, x applied to individuals whose definitions involve x itself is illegal: , with in particular:
(2) e 2 max(L1 -k 1,. . . ,e,, + l , l ( r ) ) by definition. If xu1 . . . U, was typable, then by Theorem 2 it would have a normal derivation; in particular, this derivation ends in one application of (Var') and n applications of (App); then the computed level of ui must be at most t i , which is strictly less than e by (2). But if x is free in ui, by (1) t i 2 e, a 
4.. . r,%
Usual ramified systems do not explicitly include pgreduction, as they only deal with normal terms. In unification, we need to normalize terms after applying a substitution, so it is important that ramification behaves well under reduction:
Theorem 4 (Subject Reduction) If s : r/e is derivable and s>p,,t, then t : r / t is derivable.
Proof: By induction on the length of a normal derivation.
It is enough to prove the claim for the two cases s +* t , where * is either /3 or r). Take s = C[s'], t = C[t'], where s' is the redex and t' is its contractum. We prove the claim by induction on C. The induction cases (C of the form C'w, wC' or Xz . C') are trivial, and it remains to prove the base case, namely when s is itself the redex.
Look at the normal derivation of s : r / t : Equally important is the fact that, in some sense, the ramified type theory is a subtheory of the simple type theory, a fact that we shall use heavily: 
Corollary6
The ram@ed theory of types is convergent: every ramified term has a unique &normal form.
We write U J. the unique p-normal form of U . We also write r)[u] the unique g-long form of U , which is ramified as soon as U is, because: I.e., r)-equality preserves ramified types. @-equality (not just @-reduction) does not. For instance, (Axc, -b;)u: has all types that are at least ~/ 6 w.r.t.
x 5, while its P-reduct b; also has the types ~12,513, ~/ 4 , 515.
Type-Checking
The purpose of this section is to show that type-checking ramified terms is decidable in polynomial time. We do not give a formal proof, because the ideas are simple, but the proof [21] is long and not more informative.
Any normal typing derivation in the ramified system gives rise to a typing derivation in the simple theory of types: erase levels, and eliminate instances of ( C m l ) , ( R f l ) and (Sub). Conversely, to type a given term U , produce its typing derivation in the simple theory of types (if there is none, then U is not ramified typable). Then, look for integer levels decorating subterms and arrows in types; these unknown levels are represented as level variables, and well-typedness is coded as a set of constraints, which we solve by well-known graph techniques. We describe the process on an example: the general case should be clear. which is an instance of (Abs) + (Cml), and therefore: preserves the set of all valid typing judgements U : ~/ 1 . The conditions P above can be translated to conjunctions K ( P ) of basic inequalities as follows (where b denotes basic types, and p and v are level variables): The reason why we do not require that ui, vi have ramified types, but only simple types, is because the statement: "uu has some type implies U has the same type", which holds in the simple theory of types, fails in the ramified case. For example, take U = x:, U = [ a z / x ] , then uu has type r/2, but not U. However, if uu has some simple type, then U has the same. We therefore demand that ui and vi be simply-typed, and in fact have the same simple types.
This problem is so close to unifiability in simple type theory (just ignore the levels) that a variant of Huet's procedure [23] solves it. The idea is simple: if u is a ramified unifier of M, then uiu :=p,, viu for every i, 1 5 i 5 n, so U is also a unifier of M is simple type theory. To find such U ' S , apply Huet's procedure, and check that the retumed (pre-)unifier has some instances that are well-typed ramified substitutions Q (up to level erasing).
Huet's Procedure
We recall how Huet's procedure works. There is nothing new in this section: it is basically a summary of [41] .
First, we only use terms that are simply-typed and in 11-long P-normal form. Gallier and Snyder's rules for preunification are shown in Figure 2 . They are sound (all presolved forms denote preunifiers) and complete (every unifier is an instance of some preunifier derived from the rules). The restriction "F free in SI" in (Bind) is ours, as is "F unsolved" in (Imitate) and (Project); this preserves soundness and completeness, and will prevent this rule from being applied indefinitely in the ramified case.
Finding Ramified Instances
To adapt this procedure to the ramified case, we must decide whether a simply-typed preunifier has a ramified instance; indeed, all ramified unifiers occur as instances of simply-typed ones, by Lemma 5. It turns out that Huet's <-trick essentially works again. Proof: By subject reduction and confluence, we may replace "is &-equivalent" above by "pq-reduces to", and in fact by "0-reduces to some term that 11-reduces to" (post- {I(q[F], t), (A-. F G Therefore, a simply-typed preunifier U has instances that are &equal to ramified unifiers if and only if (zac) -1 is ramified well-typed for every z in dom a: and this boils down to type-checking (see Section 5).
Decidability of Unification
To show that Huet's procedure can be made to terminate in the ramified case, we find a decreasing measure for terms in the multisets S. Intuitively, this measure is the least level of terms that can instantiate the fresh variables Hi introduced in partial bindings:
Definition 4 For every p-normal term U of the form Ay1 .
. . . Ay, at, where t is not an abstraction, let the min-level Z(U) of U be the least 1 such that t [ z t / y l , . . . , .~L7",/y,] is typable of type r/e for some type r, where E(r1) = €1, . . . , E(r,) = E,.
Lemma 10 For any well-typed normalized (i.e., mapping variables to 71-long ,&normal terms) substitution CT, .for every variable F:, Z(Fo) 5 e.
Proof: Since a is well-typed, Fa has some type r'/P with r' L r and (1) e' 5 e. Writer' as ~1 % .
. . rn4b, where r l is a base type. Since a is normalized, Fa must be of the fosm . . . . -Ay,,, t ; and by rule (Abs), E(rl) = €1, . . . , E( T,) = E,,, and t [z% /y1, . . . , r",:y,,] is typable of type b / Y , with e' = max(l1 + 1, . . . ,e, + 1, P). In particular, Any normal derivation of the latter must end in m instances of (App), following one instance of (Var') to type a'. Now a' is a variable or constant, which is ase' e' signed some ramified type . . . In particular, pure ramified higher-order unification is decidable. The role of g in Theorem 14 is played in logic, say, by A : o x o j 0, so undecidability is unescapable.
We still have a preunification procedure for this system: this is the same as Algorithm 1, except that imitating or projecting on a term of the form A G . f (211, . . . , oi)wi+l . . . vm produces fresh variables H1, . . . , Hi with identical, not lower min-levels. More experience with this system is needed to judge its usefulness in practice, notably compared with simple type theory and Huet's procedure.
Applications
We consider ACAo and ATRo [40] 
ACAo is the theory axiomatized by BAA, RIAo, plus the arithmetical comprehension scheme, stating that for every arithmetical formula F (i.e., formula without any secondorder quantifier, but possibly with free first-order and set variables) and for every first-order variable x, 32X . Vlx .
We encode this in impure ramified type theory by letting (X E X -F ) holds.
the operators, with their signatures, be: is a well-typed substitution; conversely, since no set variable has level > 1, no instance of the comprehension axiom is provable in the ramified system unless F is arithmetical.
BAA is coded in the obvious way, and RIA0 as axioms: + t/lxL . x x Similarly, ATRo [40] is ACAo plus a so-called rrunsjnite recursion scheme, a second-order scheme generated by arithmetical formulas 'p(n, j , X) (which is too long to describe here), which is encoded similarly. We can also keep the number of axioms finite by embedding ATRo in a system where the transfinite recursion scheme is written as a third-order axiom, where 'p is quantified upon 1211. A similar trickcan be used with C:-ACo.
Mechanising proof search in such systems is not the purpose of this paper. We only mention the main difficulties in doing so. First, the subformula property fails: this is as in the simple theory of types, but it already plagues first-order Peano arithmetic (we need induction loading); so, although the problem is important, it is not specific to ramification.
The second difficulty is that, while ACAo or ATRo is strong enough to prove most theorems of everyday mathematics, it does so in quite contrived ways: we must encode pairs and sequences of integers as integers, even inner models of the theory inside the theory. This difficulty is only apparent: nothing prevents us from formalising a richer theory, with an explicit pairing operator (-, -) : L x L * L. In fact, all inductive datatypes that crop up in computer science can be endowed with a theory a la ACAo or ATR". [32, 34, 33] , even though it is very weak (its strength is that of PRA, which is in particular much weaker than ACAo). FSo is defined as a firstorder theory, but it can be seen as a second-order theory of finite binary trees, with only primitive recursive functions and Cy-definable classes as second-order objects. As such, it is a restricted second-order theory quite similar to ACAIJ or ATRo with inductive types. We take it as a hint that ramification, as presented here, should be of value in exploring automated proof search for FSo, ACAo or similar predicative logics.
To conclude, we believe that impure ramified type theory is a sensible starting point for formalizing powerful enough systems of mathematics, in an automated deduction perspective. We now need to experiment with the theory to assess its usefulness and its practicality.
